"EvilMrSod: a musical pearl with multi-faceted Cash-Flow – a Songwriter
conquers Europe" (Bluejax • Jan 10th, 2008)
EvilMrSod is the solo project and also the alter-ego of Pablo Ramón Rodriguez Rivero, singer, guitar
player and main composer for Fuckin’ Family Faces, the well known rock’n’roll band from Tenerife,
Canary Islands. Born in Tenerife, stranded in Berlin a few years ago and recently moved to Leipzig, he
is matured to an impressive singer and songwriter after his first LP.
As "EvilMrSod" he combines very different music styles, it is not possible to label him in one
direction. EvilMrSod is different, his style unmistakable. Folk-Rock, Country, Blues... each have their
own place. He celebrates another facet in the Singer/Songwriter world: the dark side, the one with
inconvenient stories but the naked truth.
His almost 20 years stage experience have formed his diversity and developed his characteristic
style, that infects and carries away the audience again and again.
The German band Northern Lite was so thrilled by his song “Girl With A Gun”, that they covered it
and put in on their 2008 album “Super Black” (Universal) and lifted the song as the first radio single.
2015 saw the release of “Still Alive And Well” (Keep It A Secret Records / Discos Del Demonio), a
rock’n’roll record. Ten songs written, recorded and mixed in only one day. Why? Only to prove it's
possible. And because that’s the kind of rock’n’roll EvilMrSod enjoys most: simple, fast and as far
from intellectuality as possible. More The Stooges and less Radiohead.
And after playing absolutely everywhere for a couple of years, in 2019 he released not one but two
completely different albums that represent another twist in that blender of blues, folk, country and
rock that he had presented us with until now. "The Gift" was recorded almost 100% between him
and long-time collaborator Diego Hdez. And "EvilMrSod Loves Dead Musicians" shows us an
EvilMrSod completely comfortable within a classic band format.
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